ILDH Redesign

Designs:
- Information Architecture (site flow)
- Visual design

Page based navigation and Article pages: Sept 7, 2019 (XD link)
- home page web_v.2 Sept. 7, 2019 (screen snap)
- secondary page web_v.2 Sept. 7, 2019 (screen snap)
- home page web_v.1 Aug. 20, 2019 (screen snap)
- navigation: Aug. 23, 2019 (screen snaps and XD link)

Development:
- Wordpress Projects and Development Resources
  - https://github.com/cretueusebiu/valet-windows
  - https://github.com/aaemnrostv/wp-cli-valet-command
  - https://github.com/aaemnrostv/wp-cli-login-command

Research
- Environmental scan
- Mapping the why, when, what and how an educator may look for and need inclusive learning design information